DURABLE AND EXPANDABLE
ORIGINAL 8 CAN CHANGE AS YOUR NEEDS DO.

WITH 360 DEGREE HINGES AND AND AN AUTO LOCKING DEVICE,
EXPAND, REDUCE OR RECONFIGURE AS SPACE DEMANDS.

ORIGINAL 8 is made of durable anodized aircraft aluminum. Its strong rectangular frames make the system almost impossible to damage with normal use. And with its patented 360 degree hinges and auto-locking device, you can expand, reduce or reconfigure ORIGINAL 8 as you wish.

Each ORIGINAL 8 frame features twin channels that support both a front and back graphic panel for double the impact. Replacing graphic panels for a new look or promotion is easy and effortless with simple ball bearing release openings.

The standard 10-foot exhibit compacts into a nylon carrying case that tucks neatly in the trunk of most cars. Once at the show just unpack, unfold and display a full-size exhibit in seconds!

TABLE TOP TRADE SHOW DISPLAY SERIES
If space is at a premium, the ORIGINAL 8 table top series provides a modular solution that can be expanded into a full-size floor standing exhibit as your business grows. Convert from a table top unit to a counter with locking doors in a matter of seconds. No other modular frame system offers the versatility and durability of ORIGINAL 8.
ORIGINAL 8 SPECIFICATIONS

MATERIALS

FRAME: Anodized aircraft aluminum
PANELS: Fabric, Designer Finish, Digital or Photographic Prints

DIMENSIONS

FRAME WIDTH (4 SECTIONS) 280 cm / 110.2"
FRAME HEIGHT (2 PLUS HEADER) 230 cm / 91.5"
FRAME DEPTH 2.5 cm / 1"
GORILLA CASE WIDTH 35 cm / 14"
GORILLA CASE HEIGHT 85 cm / 34"
GORILLA CASE LENGTH 110 cm / 44"
WEIGHT WITH PANELS, LIGHTS AND CASE 34 kg / 75 lb

PRINTING

• Photographic
• Digital
• Direct Print

LAMINATION

• Gloss, Matte, Textured

ACCESSORIES

• Gorilla case
• Accessory case
• Nylon carrying case
• LED Wall Washer
• Weight-bearing ladder frame and shelf
• Conversion Kit - Table top to locking counter